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Monte Carlo 
simulation 
based on 
GEANT4: 

Agata

List-mode file:
-101   0.05005 -0.00000 -0.00056  1.00000
-102     0.466   -1.660    0.000
-1   993.359 -0.48689 -0.86533 -0.11889 36
131   150.495  -12.660  -26.164   -3.122 40
132   155.894  -10.057  -25.571   -1.729 34
132     1.402  -10.088  -25.595   -1.801 34

Reconstruction of 
the events with the 
γ-ray tracking: mgt

Analysis of the spectra
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No experimental 
uncertainty!List-mode file:

-101   0.05005 -0.00000 -0.00056  1.00000
-102     0.466   -1.660    0.000
-1   993.359 -0.48689 -0.86533 -0.11889 36
131   150.495  -12.660  -26.164   -3.122 40
132   155.894  -10.057  -25.571   -1.729 34
132     1.402  -10.088  -25.595   -1.801 34
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Packing/smearing
+

γ-ray tracking
Root, xtrackn

Analysis of the spectra
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(Long-term) plans(Long-term) plans

1. Generate physically meaningful events 
(less schematic)

2. Consider also the effect of active 
ancillary detectors

3. Estimate in a sensible way the position 
resolution of the single interactions

4. Analyze data in a sensible way



1. Generate events1. Generate events

The easiest possibility is to generate physically 
meaningful events with an external program and 
feed them to the simulation to add the detector 
response:

1. Everybody can use their favourite code
2. GEANT4 also provides something of this kind!

Status: this feature has already been implemented in the 
simulation code and tested with Montestella input data 

(S.Leoni) and with other data (A.Lopez-Martens)



2. Ancillary detectors2. Ancillary detectors

Everybody should insert their favourite 
ancillary detector!

Status: the simulation code is ready to include the description of 
ancillary devices both as active and passive objects (but no one
has yet provided the detailed description of an ancillary device!) 
and it is possible to fire also massive particles (besides γ-rays).



3. Position resolution3. Position resolution
1. The position resolution given by the pulse shape analysis has 

been emulated with a 3D gaussian smearing (energy-
dependent FWHM)

2. More realistic results could be obtained by generating the 
pulse shapes corresponding to the interaction points and 
applying the actual pulse shape algorithms

Status: nothing done! (but we could use already existing 
codes to calculate the pulse shapes and recontruct later the 
interaction points)



4. Data analysis4. Data analysis

1. Starting from the interaction points (with emulated or 
“experimental” uncertainty), we should apply the tracking 
algorithm and generate spectra, matrices, ..., to perform later 
the analysis as we are used to.

2. The information given by the ancillary devices should be 
considered!

Status: preliminary attempts by A.Lopez-Martens
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Pulse shape generationEvent generation
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Many decisions to be taken!Many decisions to be taken!

1. Data formats
2. Interactions between teams/groups
3. Who makes what
4. What should we simulate
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